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SPORTS DIGITISATION 
- THE OPPORTUNITY 
The battle for sports supremacy is no longer fought 
only on the field, but in the digital world, where 
revenue streams are growing rapidly.

Sport clubs, leagues, player associations and 
national federations are in a race to refocus their 
models from physical to digital.

The future success of sports organisations now 
depends on the establishment of digital ecosystems 
-  enabling a winning digital strategy off the pitch.



PT SportSuite is a digital sports 
consultancy business, specialising in media 
workflow, distribution and community 
engagement.

Complemented by an advanced, innovative 
modular ecosystem, PT SportSuite can 
transition your sports organisation into a 
media powerhouse. 

ABOUT
PT SPORTSUITE



OUR PARTNERS
● Bristol City
● Bears
● Flyers
● BSF
● MLR
● B&I Lions
● PSA
● SportsPro
● Six Nations
● Titans
● 3TC
● VC



PARTNER TESTIMONIALS

“We set out on a journey with PT 
SportSuite to deliver a digital ecosystem 
for the whole of our sporting group. To 
break down our content silos, combine 
our video assets and communicate with 
fans in a new way. When Covid struck, the 
work that we’d undertaken enabled us to 
broadcast directly to our fans. We look 
forward to developing our digital 
offerings even further alongside PT 
SportSuite.” 

– Lisa Knights, Bristol Sport Group Head 
of Communications

“PT SportSuite have not only helped us 
connect with our supporters through our 
new fan engagement platform but have 
provided support in feeding our live 
stream through our App, also allowing 
us to store our archive through a new 
digital asset management platform. 
Their advice and support proved 
invaluable in the lead up to the Tour and 
through it.” 

– Nabil Hassan, British & Irish Lions 
Digital Manager

"As a conglomerate of 13 start-ups - it 
was important to find content workflow 
solutions that enabled us to do a lot 
more with a lot less. PT SportSuite’s 
ecosystem helps make collection, 
organisation, and distribution more 
efficient. We look forward to taking the 
foundation we’ve built and enhancing it 
alongside PT SportSuite.” 

– Nishant Nereyeth, MLR Director, 
operations and marketing



KEY TRENDS IN SPORTS DIGITISATION

CLOUD ARCHIVES

We’ve identified and currently on a journey to address these 
trends across the global sporting landscape

MEDIA RIGHTS ENGAGEMENT STREAMING
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To ACCELERATE sport organisations to 
become more digitally engaged and 
collaborative with their media, 
athletes and fans

OUR MISSION
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To UNLOCK the power and value of 
sports digital media assets, and 
establish reliable efficient workflows

OUR OBJECTIVES
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To POSITION sports brands as an 
organised and professional media 
rights owner and distributor, that 
can meet needs of all stakeholders

OUR OBJECTIVES
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To TRANSFORM athletes and fans 
into digital influencers for your 
organisation and community

OUR OBJECTIVES
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To FORGE better, more memorable 
digital connections between your 
organisation, athletes, fans and 
sponsors 

OUR OBJECTIVES



We facilitate the migration of valuable 
digital media assets to the cloud 

Providing a secure and centralised view, while safeguarding 
and enhancing the value of digital media IP

We power media rights management 
across sports leagues, tournaments, 

associations and teams  
Facilitating secure and measurable redistribution and 

collaboration around media rights usage.

HOW PT SPORTSUITE ARE ADDRESSING 
THESE TRENDS  

We drive gamification, digital connections 
between fans, brands and sponsors 

AR+ scan activations, match predictor and voting engines, 
and UGC media exchange campaigns.

We provide a branded Video OTT solution 
that allows live and on-demand video 

streaming to fans
Access to premium video content through commerce or 

subscription transactions.



THE PT SPORTSUITE MULTI TENANT ECOSYSTEM



The physical server or external hard drive has been consigned to history. Sports organisations are scrambling 
to migrate digital media assets to the cloud, providing a safe, secure and central view for registered users, 

while safeguarding and enhancing the value of digital media IP.

This trend is seen as an essential first step in laying a strategic media foundation

SAFEGUARDING MEDIA IP IN THE CLOUD

AN INTRODUCTION

CLOUD ARCHIVE MEDIA RIGHTS ENGAGEMENT STREAMING

SPORTS DIGITISATION - KEY TRENDS 
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AWS-POWERED DIGITAL 
ASSET MANAGEMENT

LEARN MORE

Powered by world-leading AWS cloud architecture,  PT 
SportSuite’s digital asset management (DAM) platform goes 
further than any cloud-media library.

FEATURES

Centralised cloud 
assets

Lightning fast 
media searching

3rd-party 
integration

Advanced image/video 
media services

https://ptsportsuite.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/PT-SportSuite-BiblioDAM-Overview-and-Guide-v1-3.pdf


To power media collaboration across multiple stakeholders, sports leagues, associations and 
brands are establishing multi-tenant digital media ecosystems – SaaS platforms that create a 

shared digital media infrastructure among multiple users (tenants) and teams

This trend aims to protect and improve efficiencies and value around 
commissioning, collecting and centralising media rights

MEDIA RIGHTS COLLABORATION

CLOUD ARCHIVE MEDIA RIGHTS ENGAGEMENT STREAMING

SPORTS DIGITISATION - KEY TRENDS
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DIGITAL MEDIA WORKFLOW 
PLATFORM
SportMojos is a PT SportSuite platform that enables collaboration on 
a new level across your organisation or league, empowering you to 
request content from teams, players, freelancers and fans, and 
providing compelling content for further reuse - all in one platform

FEATURES

Private team mobile app 
and web dashboard

Private, secure 
cloud dashboard

Media Challenges 
for teams/athletes

Authorised access and 
levels of entitlement

LEARN MORE

Digital packages of photos, 
videos, audio files

https://ptsportsuite.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/PT-SportSuite-DIGITAL-MEDIA-COLLABORATION-COMMUNITY-ENGAGEMENT-version-3-1.pdf


UGC (user generated content) and AR scanning campaigns, as well as gamification in the form of score and player of 
the match predictors and leaderboards, allows sports organisations to provide exciting digital interactions in 

collaboration with sponsors, while increasing user registrations and learning more about their user base. 

This trend is all about Gamification and Loyalty, rewarding fans and providing 
value to commercial partners 

FAN ENGAGEMENT & BRAND ACTIVATION

CLOUD ARCHIVE MEDIA RIGHTS ENGAGEMENT STREAMING

SPORTS DIGITISATION - KEY TRENDS
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FOR SPORT 
FANS WHO ARE 
DIGITAL-FIRST…

Bring your fans together to engage, 
gain access to unique content, be 
rewarded and connected to your club, 
brand and sponsors in new and 
exciting ways

Branded, modular mobile app 
and web solutions
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MOBILE & WEB COMMUNITY 
PLATFORMS
Digital communities thrive on unique experiences. PT SportSuite’s 
mobile community app and web solutions provide your fans with all 
the latest news, match information, video content and statistics they 
deserve - while allowing fans engage via unique UGC and brand 
activation campaigns . 

FEATURES

News/media 
feed

Statistics

Video streaming

Analytics

Fan media 
challenges

AR scanning

PPV, Premium 
subscription

Advertising Ops



Consumers find 
user-generated content 
helpful. They are also more apt 
to believe what existing 
customers post about a brand 
and less likely to trust flashy 
promotions

WHY SPORTS BRANDS TRUST UGC

Brands believe that UGC helps 
them to connect with their 
customers and foster 
customers’ trust in the brand

87%

90%

Brands are using UGC to share 
authentic content with their 
audience

72%

Millennials claim that UGC 
influences some or most of 
their purchases

84%

On average, 
user-generated videos 
about a brand are viewed 
10 times more than 
branded videos

When emails contain 
user-generated content, 
click-through rates 
increase by about 73% 
and produce more 
conversions

Source: https://www.webpurify.com/blog/the-2021-user-generated-content-report-44-ugc-stats-you-need-to-know/

* UGC: user generated content

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-study-shows-user-generated-content-tops-marketing-tactics-by-influencing-90-percent-of-shoppers-purchasing-decisions-300475348.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-study-shows-user-generated-content-tops-marketing-tactics-by-influencing-90-percent-of-shoppers-purchasing-decisions-300475348.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-study-shows-user-generated-content-tops-marketing-tactics-by-influencing-90-percent-of-shoppers-purchasing-decisions-300475348.html
https://socialmediaweek.org/blog/2016/06/key-stats-best-practices-millennials-user-generated-content/
https://www.marketingcharts.com/industries/automotive-industries-20915
https://tubularinsights.com/earned-media-rankings-youtube-octoly/
https://tubularinsights.com/earned-media-rankings-youtube-octoly/
https://tubularinsights.com/earned-media-rankings-youtube-octoly/
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/
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FAN AND BRAND 
ENGAGEMENT
The PT SportSuite Fan Challenges Portal and Challenges in-app 
module will allow fans to respond to branded content requests 
(Challenges) - and be rewarded for this engagement via incentives - 
while creating a source of authentic, community-generated content.

FEATURES

Fan Portal (In-app 
and web)

Fan Challenge 
Zone

AR brand 
activations

Rewards and incentives



For years in sport, video and live streaming direct-2-consumer was seen as unchartered 
territory, and too complicated to implement. Now, sports brands are looking to establish 

their own branded OTT (over the top) streaming channels

This trend in sport is allowing early adopting sports brands to increase ROI and 
monetisation of co-owned media rights

VIDEO STREAMING

CLOUD ARCHIVE MEDIA RIGHTS ENGAGEMENT STREAMING

SPORTS DIGITISATION - KEY TRENDS
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VIDEO OTT
Many sports organisations are taking a strategic decision to 
become a leader in sports video experiences, by streaming live and 
on-demand video content via subscription and PPV services.  

FEATURES

Video and TV

Mobile TV Apps

Playlist CMS

Dynamic video 
advertising

LEARN MORE

App SDKs

https://ptsportsuite.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/PT-SportSuite-Video-OTT-V2.pdf


LET'S LOOK AT COMMERCIAL TRENDS  
According to a cross-section of industry leaders ...

TOP OPPORTUNITIES TO INCREASE REVENUE MEDIA CONTENT TYPES WITH MOST POTENTIAL GROWTH

89.3%
82.9%

Enhanced digital media 
fan experience

Creation and monetisation 
of digital assets

Statistics courtesy the PwC Sports Survey

81.6%

69.6%

Team-athlete generated 
content

Fan-generated content

70.4% Innovation in sponsorship 
rights packaging



PT SPONSORSHIP 
MODULES

The following PT modules can be 
commercialised alongside sponsors and 
partners, thus forming key part of a rollout of the 
PT SportSuite digital media ecosystem - to 
ensure focus is on powering community 
engagement, brand activation and commercial 
sustainability.

© PT SPORTSUITE 2022

OFFERING VALUE THROUGHOUT THE 
DIGITAL VALUE CHAIN

VIDEO STREAMING

WEB SUITE

MOBILE APP SUITE

UGC FAN PORTAL

MEDIA RIGHTS WORKFLOW



S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y

DYNAMIC ADVERTISING 
AND MONETISATION
Targeted advertising - Measure and track 
user activity and consumption across web, 
app and video OTT to deliver advertising 
based on the user’s profile.

Increase monetisation and commercial 
return with advertising that resonates with 
the user’s interests across all touchpoints.   

© PT SPORTSUITE 2022



S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y

DISPLAY ADVERTISING 
Brand awareness - Increase familiarity, 
interest and remarketing opportunities for 
your brand across web, app and video OTT 
fan platforms with visually appealing 
display advertising.

Inventory of display advertising slots in 
various sizes available across the PT 
ecosystem.     

© PT SPORTSUITE 2022



BRANDED VIDEO 
STREAMING CHANNELS
Live and VOD streaming - Sports fans can’t get 
enough when it comes to consuming video 
content. Early adopting sports brands are 
establishing their own branded streaming channels 
to increase ROI and monetisation of co-owned 
media rights.

Sponsors can take advantage by integrating their 
brand across multiple streaming touchpoints: web 
portal, in-app video player, pre & post roll 
advertising, display advertising and coupon 
redemption. 

SVOD – subscription video on demand
TVOD – transactional video on demand
AVOD - Advertising video on demand

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y
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SPONSORED FAN UGC* 
CAMPAIGN PORTALS
UGC branded campaigns to activate engagement 
- allowing you to reliably, consistently collect 
unique, authentic fan generated branded media 
content.

Drive user and data acquisition via incentivised 
Fan Challenges and reward this engagement with 
prizes, discount incentives and more.

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y

© PT SPORTSUITE 2022* UGC: user generated content



ATHLETE UGC* MEDIA 
CAMPAIGNS
Athlete generated content collection. As a 
sponsor, you can commission and collect branded 
athlete/player generated content across leagues 
and multi-team environments for branded 
marketing and social campaigns.

The PT Athlete Zone standardises athlete/player 
content submissions, allowing you, the sponsor, 
to benefit from the athletes’ ability to power 
engagement and brand recognition on a new 
level.  

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y

© PT SPORTSUITE 2022* UGC: user generated content



AR* BRAND ACTIVATIONS
Unlock hidden digital content with AR 
scanning - bring your brand and print 
material to life to deliver a compelling digital 
experience.

Run unique competitions by augmenting 
logos, print ads and more.

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y

© PT SPORTSUITE 2022* AR: augmented reality



DIGITAL TICKET 
ALLOCATION 
As a sponsor, offer your customers more 
value or incentivisation with sponsored, 
once-off game or season passes to watch 
matches on video channels at discounted 
rates or redemption utilising coupons.

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y
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SPONSOR PROFILES
Digital sponsor value - More digital 
coverage for sponsors profile across 
branded web & app properties - including 
company info, products and services.

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y

© PT SPORTSUITE 2022
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MEDIA RIGHTS ACCESS
Your own private sponsor media dashboard - 
access to matchday or tournament media 
that has access to media rights for 
redistribution

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y



“YOUR FAN” PROFILE
A dedicated home base for registered fans 
to keep track of performance in gamified 
sponsor campaigns, access sponsor 
coupons, manage subscriptions and 
respond to branded UGC competitions with 
sponsor reward incentive. 

Personalisation based on user activity 
is achieved here in a managed and 
automated manner.

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y

© PT SPORTSUITE 2022
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NEWS AND MEDIA FEED
Multimedia publishing - news and exclusive 
branded content – 24/7 - with integrated 
advertising slots and advertorial placements. 

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y



MATCH CENTRE
Digital Matchday destination - Matchday 
sponsors can enjoy branding rights on the 
digital Match Centre - giving the full match 
day picture on web & app, with live match 
stream integration, ticket purchasing, digital 
passes and sponsored match day UGC or 
AR campaigns.

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y
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TEAM PROFILES
Branded digital profiles for teams 
- a digital destination for fans of teams 
to get related content and information. 

Team profiles provide more digital real 
estate for specific team sponsors and/or 
campaigns to be promoted.

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y
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PLAYER PROFILES
Branded digital profiles for players - a digital 
destination for fans to learn more about the 
players, with career and season stats, player 
bios and player-specific sponsor coverage.

Each player or athlete has inventory on their 
profile for advertising and sponsor exposure 
to a new or existing audience base.

S P O N S O R   I N V E N T O R Y



#DARETOBEDIFFERENT
Thank you for taking the time to learn more 
about PT SportSuite’s digital products and 
services. If you’re ready for a team talk, drop 
us a line and one of our account managers 
will be in touch.

www.ptsportsuite.com

http://www.ptsportsuite.com
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1cHmIg3abvV3osXsIwdvXXzxs20eSOe9V/preview


The Professional Squash Association (PSA) are the 
custodians of the PSA World Tour, PSA Challenger Tour, 
WSF & PSA Satellite Tour and PSA World Rankings.

In February 2022, PT SportSuite and PSA, together with 
strategic commercial partner Infront, announced a first 
of its kind strategic partnership for a professional 
sport’s global player governing body, that aims to 
benefit all stakeholders.

The rollout of the PT SportSuite digital ecosystem will 
result in new or relaunched digital properties across 
video OTT, cloud media asset management, digital 
media workflow, web, mobile app, player and fan 
engagement within professional squash.

READ MORE

https://ptsportsuite.com/blog/partnership-announcement/psa-partners-with-pt-sportsuite-to-reimagine-media-ecosystem/


PT SportSuite approached sporting group Bristol Sport and their 
three brands - City, Bears and Flyers - with a digital 
transformation programme that would overhaul their processes 
and capabilities around the collection, management, publishing, 
streaming, monetisation and engagement of digital content.

Our mission was to provide Bristol Sport with the digital tools 
and platforms to operate like a modern media house with an 
infrastructure in place that would allow them to grow and 
sustain their digital community of fans in an integrated, 
modular network – culminating in multiple branded 
public-facing community apps for their sports brands, cloud 
media services, video OTT solutions and engagement modules 
to transform fans into content contributors.

READ CASE STUDY

https://ptsportsuite.com/case-studies/powering-media-collaboration-and-engagement/


PT SPORTSUITE AND BRISTOL SPORT: 
AWARD-WINNING PARTNERSHIP 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XdOy6Tujqpk-aVTHXaIK4aQKqszdfFQ7/preview


READ CASE STUDY

Established in 2018 with seven inaugural teams, Major League 
Rugby represents the highest level of rugby in North America. 
Since then, the league has grown from strength to strength, 
expanding to a 13-team roster and establishing an exciting, 
fast-paced style of play for its growing army of fans.

In 2021 MLR and PT SportSuite announced a partnership 
aimed at positioning MLR as one of the most digitally enabled 
leagues in North American sports. PT SportSuite has worked 
closely with MLR’s technical teams to configure and deploy 
branded digital platforms across all 13 franchises, to facilitate 
media collection and workflow,  video streaming, 
multi-branded mobile apps, and web- and app-based fan 
engagement and brand activation modules.

https://ptsportsuite.com/case-studies/re-imagining-digital-media-workflow/


The British & Irish Lions are one of the world’s great sporting 
brands and rugby’s last great touring team.

PT SportSuite partnered with the B&I Lions to provide media 
services that transformed the Lions’ digital media workflow, 
unlocking the power of their digital media archive and 
providing video OTT distribution to the tour mobile app and 
web platform.

We worked with the Lions digital team to provide a 
foundation upon which to unearth the digital gems of past 
tours, while enabling the collection of media content from 
players and supporters.

READ CASE STUDY

https://ptsportsuite.com/case-studies/powering-media-collaboration-and-engagement/


The partnership culminated in the relaunch of 
sportpromedia.com, the main web property of SportsPro 
Media - one of the world’s leading media and event 
companies for the sports industry. The process saw PT 
SportSuite and SPM’s task teams collaborate closely to 
migrate, redesign, restructure, and optimise 
sportpromedia.com.

SportsPro Media managing director Nick Meacham said: 
“A big thank you to the PT team for helping us achieve a 
much needed upgrade and redesign to our core website. 
This upgrade has equipped us with the flexibility to 
continue to scale our digital offerings. We’ve enjoyed 
working with the PT team through this project and look 
forward to working with them moving forward.”

READ MORE

https://www.sportspromedia.com/
https://www.sportspromedia.com/
https://ptsportsuite.com/blog/partnership-announcement/industry-leaders-sportspro-media-join-pt-sportsuite-partner-stable/


LEARN MORE ABOUT PT SPORTSUITE
www.ptsportsuite.com

READ OUR 
LATEST NEWS

READ OUR 
CASE STUDIES

LEARN ABOUT 
OUR TEAM

https://ptsportsuite.com/blog/
https://ptsportsuite.com/case-studies/
https://ptsportsuite.com/about-us/
http://www.ptsportsuite.com

